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Official Developers of the Flea & Tick Protector and Calm for Pets
“Our mission is to help your pets live a long and healthy drug free life”

Billions of nerve impulses travel throughout the human

Our pets have biological
similarities as we do!

brain and nervous system, resulting in life-force, which is
the least understood and most taken for granted.

All living things, large or small, plant or animal, are made up

The Flea & Tick Protector and Calm are examples of

of cells. Most living things are made up of one cell and they

products that are specifically made to increase the

are called unicellular organisms. Many other

immune system of animals by using embedded Bio

living things are made up of a large number

Synthesis Technology to balance your pet’s immune

of cells that form a larger plant or animal.

system when it becomes threatened by parasites. It also

These living things are known as

helps work to control a wide variety of secondary

multicellular organisms.

symptoms such as:

 Anxiety

The idea that energy fields influence physical development
is beginning to gain acceptance in the medical community.

 Eating Disorders

The increasing number of studies in this field confirms this.

 Emotional Disorders

th

In the early 20 century, Professor Harold Saxton Burr and
Dr. Leonard Ravitz from Yale University’s School of Medicine
published numerous reports describing the biofields of
energy surrounding every living creature.
At PetZone, a division of AlphaBio Centrix, we study the
effects of the human and animal electrical system by using
Bio Synthesis Technology. This technology offers our team
of engineers and doctors an insight into the bio electrical
nature of the cells that are known as multicellular
organisms. Our electrical energy is generated by chemical
processes in nerve cells.
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This technology is safe and effective to both humans and

PetZone understands the benefits of healthy functioning

animals to improve the balance and energy in all living

frequencies that emit from our bodies, and we study their

creatures. Everything we know and understand has a

energetics so we can duplicate them onto an advanced

vibrational frequency or signature measured in Mega

metalized material that is used in all the products we

Hertz (MHz).

manufacture at our plant.

Royal Rife, Paul Nogier and Jack Swartz were the original
pioneers of frequency medicine. They dedicated their
lives to discovering the frequencies that correspond to
such things as: various diseases, bacteria, viruses and
other microorganisms.
In diagnostic medicine, frequencies are well known: EKG's
for the heart, EEG's for the brain, and MRI's for injured
cells. The Flea & Fick product is capable of utilizing and
emitting specialized frequencies (from 1-40,000 MHz).
These frequencies are well documented healing
wavelengths in the red and infrared spectrum.

Through our patented AFG Synthesis process, these strings
of frequencies are programmed into a small disk that is
attached to your dog’s tags to protect them from the
harmful effects of flea and tick bites.
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Flea’s & Tick’s Habitat
Fleas and ticks usually remain on their warmblooded hosts at all times. They can also be found
on shoes, pant legs, or blankets, which can
transfer the critter to new environments. They are
often found infesting opossums, raccoons, and
skunks in urban settings.

Threats
Good Nutrition is important for your Pet’s
Health . . . so is the protection against fleas
and ticks!
Our mission is to help your pets live a long and
healthy drug free life. Researchers have found
that pets can live a longer happier life with an
improved habitat. Fleas and ticks are insects
adapted for piercing skin and sucking blood from
your pets. They are external parasites who live
off the blood of mammals, thereby causing
health afflictions. It has been noted that some
chemical products do more harm than good,
instead of protecting your pets from pests, it
starts a chemical reaction that can be
devastating to your pet.
How it Works!
The PetZone products work with bioenergy that
surrounds every living being, including animals.
This energy field cannot be seen, but science
tells us that all living creatures are not just a
physical structure, but like everything else, are
composed of bioenergy fields that can be
measured by various magnetic imaging devices
that measure the electromagnetic fields.

Fleas are the most common transmitter of the rare
Bubonic Plague. They also transmit the bacterial
disease murine typhus to humans through infected
rats. Their saliva can cause serious Flea Allergy
Dermatitis in pets, and their feces has been
reported to cause similar allergic reactions in
humans. Fleas can also transfer tapeworms and
cause anemia in pets. Flea bites commonly cause
painful, itchy red bumps. Pet owners may not be
bothered by fleas until the pet is gone for a long
period of time. Fleas look for other sources of food
and begin to bite humans. Bites often occur
around the waist, ankles, armpits, and in the bend
of the elbows and knees.

Drug Free Solution
The Flea & Tick Protector is a drug free solution
made for pet owners who understand the danger
of using too many drugs. The excessive use of
these chemicals are harmful and extremely
dangerous to your animals’ health.
PetZone cautions the use of chemical sprays and
pesticides that can cause a myriad of damage to
the pet’s internal organs and respiratory system.
Keep your pet safe from any chemical substance.
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A Happy and Satisfied Customer
Her name is Blair, five and half month old Shepard.
“I got the Flea & Tick Protector two months ago, and yes, we
think it’s Awesome!
Denise Schiavone
Randolph, New Jersey,
Thanks

Let us know your thoughts and
opinions. We love to hear from
our customers. Send us a
photo of your pet and we’ll put
your comments and a picture
on our Next Newsletter.
PetZone,
Customer Service

Ready for Retail Sales:

How it’s programmed:

The Flea & Tick Protector and the Calm are

The process in which the disk is programmed is

professionally packaged in a 4”x7” four-color

by generating a frequency program ranging from

custom envelope with glued sealed ends for

30 MHz to 130 MHz, a special Accelerator

security. It holds (six) chips, a (one year

Frequency Generator, (AFG) applies a voltage

supply). The package has easy instructions on

ranging from 1 volt to 3 volts between coils in a

how to use.

containment field that produce waves of
frequencies. These volts of energy cause the

Instructions: Attach (one) chip to the dog’s

material to hold the frequencies to be

ID holder, and attach it to the animals’ collar.

suspended for up to a two year shelf-life. This

Once the chip is removed from the backing

process is called: Bio Synthesis Technology.

paper it is effective for up to two months.

The disk is made from a material that contains

Replace with a new chip every two months

22.8% carbon elements, which is embedded into

for best results. The Chips can be used on

a rainbow substrate material and then domed

dogs and cats of all ages.

for environmental protection.

For more information please contact us:

PetZONE

™

AlphaBio Centrix
The product is packaged for retail sales,
and has been tested by several Homeopathic
Doctors for its effectiveness.
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